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Our mission
We aim at developing social innovative entrepreneurship
sense in young entrepreneurs to answer proactively to problems of their society.
The sense of initiative and entrepreneurship is an essential
transversal skill identified by the European Union both to
create jobs in the future and in building resilient societies.
The idea of the project is to create a training program to support teachers in increasing the relevance and attainment levels of pupils studying entrepreneurship with a focus on providing solutions for pressing societal challenges and aiming at
greater social impact.
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The project partners will support young entrepreneurs and
teachers via the following key activities:
A competence A social entrepreneurship guide will be established, based on a research on social entrepreguide
neurs eco-system to produce a pedagogical
framework and curriculum structure model for
teachers.

A e-learning
platform

Aimed at students and teachers, the e-learning
platform will facilitate and accommodate the
DESIRE social entrepreneurship training course.

A Social Entrepreneurship
training course

The core purpose of the project is to create a
training course on social entrerepneurship. The
methodology behind the creation of the training
course will be based on real feedback resceived
on actual entrepreneurs and teachers, as well as
tools with proven usefulness such as Digicomp
and Entrecomp.

A pilot training The piloting phase will include 20 pupils from
each partners’ country and will be essential to
finalize the training contents of the course.
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